
FxBrokerFeed Introduces New Ways of
Choosing the Best Forex Brokerage
FxBrokerFeed is a service that specializes
in assisting brokers from all over the
world in discovering which Forex Broker
platform is trustworthy or dishonest.

ONTARIO, ONTARIO, CANADA,
December 17, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- FxBrokerFeed is a
recently-launched service that
specializes in assisting brokers from all
over the world in discovering which
Forex Broker platform is trustworthy or
dishonest. The team of FxBrokerFeed
has developed an innovative way of
advanced social media monitoring,
presenting Forex Broker comparison
through live reports and exposing what real traders say about each trading platform in real time,
across all major social media networks.

FxBrokerFeed development team has recently outlined the different factors that are essential to
consider when people choose their best forex broker and factors that are covered and summed-
up by the reports, available on the platform for registered brokers. They include the following:

1)	Reputation – With FxBrokerFeed, registered traders will be able to get a clear picture of the
reputation and credibility of each platform, based on the public opinion.
2)	Execution Efficiency – The social reports, prepared by FxBrokerFeed, can present to the
traders a real image of how efficient and speedy each broker is, based on reviews and
experiences. This information can be helpful when choosing where to invest.
3)	Customer Service: Reviews on FxBrokerFeed can give traders a better perspective of whether
the Forex broker being chosen provides adequate customer support, reflecting the current
trends in the industry.
4)	Usability – Social media reports can also include experience of traders, related with how easy
and user-friendly a platform is. It can also give a clearer image of whether the platform a broker
chose is suitable for well-experienced traders or for beginners.

FxBrokerFeed utilizes social media automation tool that can reveal of the above-mentioned
factors and as a result, present a better picture and help traders make a more rational choice.
FxBrokerFeed monitors mentions, comments, shares, trading signals and opinions of real
traders. The reports of each trading broker platform come with graphs and various other charts
that will help structure the information. 

For more information and discovering how to become part of the FxBrokerFeed community,
brokers are encouraged to visit the official page and subscribe for the 30-day free trial period:
https://fxbrokerfeed.com/about-us/
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